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Beloveds, it is the Lord Kuthumi .. as we link our energies together on
this evening of total lunar eclipse .. grounded by Mother Gaia as you
anchor your pathway of light deep within the earth .. and assisted by the
many angelics from various dimensions to open your higher chakras to
the Source realms .. with Divine Mother assisting now to allow the heart
to fully open on all levels .. expanding with the breath to allow your light
body to fill completely with light .. connected to both the heavenly realms
of inspiration and the earthly realms of anchoring and bringing into reality
those heavenly gifts you each hold.
And we introduce now many emissaries from the realms of Arcturus and
Andromeda .. and your energy bodies receive fine tuning, releasing the

memories of parallel lifetimes and patterns of sabotage, of inability, of
lack of faith, lack of belief and trust .. which have anchored within the
bodies of light that are returning and which have anchored into your
being.
And you may work consciously with the emissaries by
surrendering up for release the challenges both recent and of long
standing within which you are currently ‘stuck’, opening your heart, your
mind, and your entire being and surrendering for release all that
challenges and confuses, saddens and limits you.
And these often
manifest within the physical body as blockages and illnesses .. and these
may be offered for release also. If you will work consciously with this fine
tuning, much acceleration is gained .. and much may be achieved. It is in
the creation of a vacuum, releasing all that is duality and distortion .. that
the team of lightworkers who support you and whose role is one of
assistance and guidance and enablement .. may offer you great
downloads of light codes of restoration, of repatterning, of inspiration, of
acceleration and of empowerment.
Each of the dimensions of your being receives attention, your mental
body, emotional body, spiritual body, star body, soul body, etheric body,
divine masculine and feminine body .. all the dimensions and the
gateways of your being receive lifting of the distortions held .. and
repatterning to divine perfection .. a gift given to you all in each pod
linking of your energies .. that you receive relief from any physical
challenges and burdens from this path of greatness along which you walk.
There is great acceleration within the energies sent to the earth plane ..
and many are the changes that are occurring, both individually and on a
planetary level. You each stand as great channels of light, like beacons of
light you hold these energies and embody them and share them with all,
once they have transfigured you.
We wish to share with you the nature of the path you walk, which is one
of transfiguration and transformation. Every cell and every atom of your
being is changing and transforming into crystal light.
The portals within your body receive linking and connection with the
galactic portals .. and also with the physical portals of mother earth. The
lei lines and meridians of your body are connecting with the pathways of
light in the galaxies .. and with the lei lines of mother earth. You are
becoming multidimensional .. transforming the nature of your being,
opening pathways within your physical being which have their parallels
both in the galaxies and within the physical earth. You walk as living
transmitters of divine Source energy .. bringing divine light, inspiration,

and great impulses of unconditional love .. for all to share. And so, there
are physical challenges within this transformation .. as each cell
transforms and crystallises into light .. and as your frequencies change
and lift, becoming more and more aligned with the higher galactic and
cosmic frequencies.
And there are great impulses of these galactic charges of energy ..
followed by what seem to be lulls of energy .. of emptiness and of
wondering and doubting .. when all appears to grind to a halt, and there
feels to be no progress, no direction, no divine inspiration, no charge of
energy, no thrills and spills of excitement and passion and the new
paradigms of energy which stir you and bring change. And the old
patterns of doubt and loss of faith creep in at these times .. and all that
you have been through, the initiations you have passed through, the
transformation you have gained, the personal challenges you have walked
beyond .. seem of little value or importance in these times .. for the
energy appears to have stopped and in these quiet times you are often
unable to recall the heightened raising of the senses, of the closeness to
might and divinity just recently experienced, of the exhilaration of
walking beyond personal challenges .. all appears to have stopped, this
progress and excitement and challenge and success.
And you look at others who are racing ahead, and compare yourself and
feel lacking in progress, lacking in connection, lacking in divinity. Each
has his own path to greatness .. and some have a more accelerated path
.. some have a fire within the belly which sees them forging ahead,
working with huge levels of determination and discipline .. and that there
is a timing of the divine for each which varies .. and some with the fire in
the belly are forced by this inner fire to tumble through initiations and are
buffeted about by the energies they encounter .. and others choose a
more graceful, and sometimes less exciting, less profound path of
evolution .. with not the bells and whistles of those with the inner fire.
But say to you clearly .. that each of you holds the same capacity of
greatness. And that what you see in another indeed and in fact is the
mirror of your own greatness .. only the timing differs. Each of you holds
the same degree of greatness and divinity .. only the path differs, and the
timing. Each of you holds greatness within.
We say to you that you are holding the gains you have made .. holding
these fast, channeling these into the earth .. anchoring these personal
successes and overcoming of challenge .. anchoring this transformation of
your crystal bodies of light .. into the portals and meridians, the lei lines
of mother earth .. acting as transmitters of divine light and frequency and

of the overcoming of previous challenges and obstacles .. you pass all
that you have gained in personal acceleration and growth and evolution
into the earth core where it is shared with all humanity.
And it is in these lull times, when all energy appears to have stopped ..
that in fact you are offering all that you have gained to humanity and to
mother earth .. and in these lull times, those others of humanity are
given time to absorb and to accept and to integrate what you have gone
before to bring them. And it is a service and a gift to humanity you bring
them, in allowing them extra time to catch up and to absorb and to come
to terms with the new paradigms you bring, for you are the new creators
of the new world.
It is from your own heart’s dreams that you create this world on behalf of
all. It is what makes your heart sing .. which is the preprogrammed
impulse which sets you about your path of transformation. Your heart
holds divine wisdom and knowledge .. and when you are true to your
heart’s wisdom and its divine desires .. you bring about an entirely new
paradigm of life upon this earth. You stand as creators of the new reality
and it is from your hearts that you bring these new concepts of right
action, right thought, right living .. to the new world. Individually you
hold desire for change in all the levels of living and of physicality .. desire
for change in equality, in freedom of choice, in free will, of justice and
equality, of fairness and peace, of nutrition of the physical body, of purity
of water and food without contamination by chemical alteration, of
healing and methods of treatment for illness, of natural remedies .. desire
for ways of living and being .. of living and loving and sharing in
community and care for each other .. of assisting and supporting each
other and living in harmony and peace .. in working together, sharing
your beautiful gifts and personal attributes .. in synergy of your energies
and your gifts and individual qualities of greatness.
You are held in high regard and honour by the family of light .. and there
is such support for you and assistance. It is seen the personal challenges
you endure in the face of enormous changes occurring all around and
within you. It is our desire that you be made aware of the divine nature
you each hold and of the path you walk and of the new world you bring
with you to humanity.
If you will open your hearts now and your minds .. as many angelic
beings from Arcturus bring tools of healing and of remembrance .. to
break free of the patterns of limitation you hold as beings of physicality ..
so that you may have memory now of your divinity and of the greatness

of the path you walk individually and together, each of you bringing your
own jewel of greatness to create the new world for humanity.
You stand at the forefront of great change and this change is first
embodied within your own personal and individual beings. And as you
each transform .. humanity is enabled to likewise receive. As you each
individually dream and create your own new world and way of being and
of living .. you draw all of humanity with you. For you are each of you
grand creator beings. Known in your heart is the deepest dream and
wish for the life you may have on earth.
Unhinge yourself from humanity in its restrictions and smallness and
narrowed vision .. and dare to dream your biggest dreams. Dare to
accept your divinity. Dare to dream big and to make changes in your life.
For you are dreaming the dream for humanity. Dare to transform your
own life, to take the steps away from all that limits you and saddens you
and restricts you from expanding your consciousness on every level.
Know of your role. Accept your greatness. Allow your deeply felt dreams
and desires to emerge. Hold the dream. Accept the lulls without falling
into despair and doubt and losing the momentum you have gained.
Hold the dream, never lose sight of your great ability to bring your
dreams to reality. For you are to remember that there is a grand team
and network of light who hold your dreams for you as you release them
from deep within your deepest heart .. and that as you release these
which are your most deeply held and yearned for realities .. releasing
these from the galactic highways which travel between the cosmic realms
via your own meridians and portals in your physical body .. they are
taken and amplified and added to the dreams of others, great ones such
as you .. and they create the new paradigms of the new world.
You hold the ingredients of the new world within you, within those
gateways and portals and vortexes of your light bodies. Never lose sight
of this fact, that you hold the dreams of the new world for humanity. And
that as each of you brings your own dream of your own reality into being
.. individually you are creating power spots of energy in which the dream
is being lived consciously. You allow the dream deeply held to release.
You act on this dream once it is released. You hold the dream. The
universal laws of reflection accept your dream and bring it to you. You
build the dream. You live the dream. In joy, in fulfillment, in excitement
.. you live the dream. You share the dream. You share the story of the
dream. You share the means of bringing the dream into reality. And you
assist others to uncover their dreams .. and to link those ones with their

own teams of light .. and you become ribbons of light across the universe
.. each of you bringing a ribbon of light, imbued with dreams of the
highest of love and imagination for the new reality, new world .. and the
ribbons of light link and join and form the fabric of the new world,
individual rainbow ribbons of light, of love, of heart dreaming. Hold the
vision beloveds, hold the dream .. and create your dream.
Bring your dreams out now beloveds, create your own perfect world ..
allow the heart to guide you as you write all of your dreams for your own
perfect world .. write from your heart of the way you wish to live, and
where and how and with whom .. and of the qualities of that life, and
what it is you do that fulfills you and excites you and inspires you and fills
you with joy. Allow monetary concerns to fall away, for money is but one
of the forms of the energy of the universe .. one such as love which is
unlimited. The energy forms of the universe are unlimited and are
holographically mirrored and sent around the universe as never ending
streams of divine light and power .. and where abundance and plenty is
the mirror of reality .. then more of abundance and plenty is created .. it
is unlimited beloveds. Not necessary to create the how .. for the how is
taken care of within the universal realms.
It is for you to each
individually break through your own concepts of limitation and of lack ..
to allow the heart’s dreams to release, unrestricted, unhampered by the
how. Your role is to dream the dream .. to live the dream .. to accept the
dream. The universal laws will bring the dream to you .. when you have
created the vacuum within, which holds no blockage or obstacle or
obstruction.
Opening your hearts now beloveds and creating in your mind the dream,
and writing of this in detail .. the dream you dream for your own life .. on
this occasion not the dream you hold for humanity, for it is known that
always you hold the dream for humanity. You are to bring your own
dreams to reality initially, for you form a cohesive network of dreamers,
each bringing a new way of living and of being to the earthplane .. and
when each of you has put in place your own dream, the dreamers link
and share dreams .. but first it is necessary to release your own dream
and to accept the assistance that is given you to bring your dream into
reality.
You may write of your dream .. and allow now the beings of light from
Arcturus to take from your field of energy those doubts and blockages
and obstructions .. that a vacuum is created. Breathing deeply and
offering now, surrendering each doubt and fear, the lack of faith, the

feelings of hopelessness and sadness and isolation and stuckness and lack
of direction.
Accept this clearing of your energy field, allowing great clarity, great joy,
great hope and faith to arise and to fill you with clarity and with
inspiration and joy. And know that in this moment you are an empty
vessel and that the angels quickly now fill you with light codes which form
a new reality and way of being .. transforming, repatterning you to a new
and divine reality. And know that you are divine in this moment. Accept
this. Know this completely. And continue to allow your deepest heart’s
dreams to surface and to unravel. To embellish these with flourishes of
unlimitedness .. to create the biggest of dreams. Dream deep. Dream
big. For you are unlimited in this moment. And more and more you will
come to embody this unlimitedness, and to continue to draw to you your
deepest dreams. Dare turn up the volume that you may hear the
universal song of greatness that you sing for humanity and the new
world.
And now you may embellish your dreams of the new way for humanity,
with fairness and equality and plenty for all. With unlimited access to all
the energy needs of all. With fairness and justice for all. With unlimited
food of the highest concentration of goodness and health, with pure water
.. and housing and support and sharing and co-operation in community ..
with peace and harmony and abundance for all.
Open your hearts and dream the new dream for all. And know that as
you link your energies your dreams are held and grounded .. and along
the galactic highways, and the lei lines and songlines of the earth your
dreams are anchored and brought into reality.
Enjoy the lulls .. for they are always followed by peak experiences, and
times of great movement and change, when much is asked of you. Enjoy
these lulls as times of reflection and of allowing the heart’s dreams to
emerge .. for with the eclipses and the planetary influx of light they bring,
great change occurs and there is much to do, much is changing and much
is asked of you. Accept the planetary movements and flow with them.
Accept the energies they bring, for they bring great change and
transformation .. followed by lulls of integration. Allow your dreams to
clarify, so that you are clear about what you are really wishing to bring
into reality. Enjoy the lulls, for they are always followed by the lion’s roar
of activity.

Know you are ever loved, ever guided, always supported and held,
inspired and assisted. I am the Lord Kuthumi.
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Her gift brought to earth for humanity is that of her ability to repattern the electro-magnetic field … and her Creation Codes
and Elixirs which restore and repattern the light body to Original Blueprint.
Ω

Sacred Mystery School training .

Ω

Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body

Ω

Channeled readings of Life Purpose, Mission and Keepership – your purpose upon earth and your gift for humanity
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